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1. Introduction and results 
Let X be a finite connected CW-complex. We consider complex vector bundles 
over X. Given two such bundles ~ and r/we write ~- r / i f  ~ is (bundle) equivalent 
to r/ and C-=-s r/ if C is stably equivalent o r/. We write Gr~ for the Grassmann 
bundle of r-planes associated with C and y(~), or just y when there is no risk of con- 
fusion, for the canonical r-plane bundle over Gr~. However, for the projective 
bundle GIC we prefer the usual notation P~; in this case Y(O is the dual Hopf 
bundle H~, with conventions as in [1]. 
If C--- r/, then an equivalence 0 : C --* r/ clearly induces a map f:PC--*Prl over X. 
Moreover q~ defines a bundle map from H~ to H~ covering f, so f*H~--_H~ or 
equivalently f*H~---H~. In the course of our work on [3] we noted that ideas of 
Arunas Liulevicius lead to a stable converse: if C and r/are complex n-plane bundles 
over X and there exists a map f :  PC-~ Pr/over X satisfying f*H~ = H~, then ~ =s r/. 
(See Proposition 6.1 of [3]. When C or r/is trivial, an equivalent result in terms of 
S l-equivariant maps was proved earlier by Becker and Schultz in Corollary 11.4 of 
[2].) In this note we record an analogous result for splittings of bundles, and il- 
lustrate its universality for such properties. We then give a generalization i spired 
by [5]. 
To describe our results in more detail, suppose that ~,  C2,-.., Cr and r/are com- 
plex vector bundles over X, and let us write ~ for the Whitney sum of the Ci. Let 
1]x(P~I,PC2, .--,PCr), or 1-It for short, be the fibre product over X of the 
displayed projective bundles. Let Yi be the pull-back of the dual Hopf bundle by 
the projection of l-Jr oIlto /:~Ci- It is again clear that an equivalence O: ~--* r/induces 
a map f :  Yir-,Grrl over X satisfying f*y(r/)= yl eY2~)""  ~Yr. We may think of 
such a map f as a 'projective splitting' of r/. Our first result asserts that if there is 
a stable projective splitting, then there is a stable linear splitting. 
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Theorem 1. Let ~1,~2, " " ,~r  and ~ be complex vector bundles over X with 
dim ~i > 0 fo r  each i and dim 1/= dim ~, where ~ = ~l ~) ~2 ~ "" e (r. With notation 
as above, suppose that there exists a map f :  l-Ir --~ Grl ~ over X satisfying f*)'(rl)-~s 
YlQY20"--GYr.  Then ~=s11. 
When r = 1 this is Proposition 6.1 of [3] (note that = and =s are equivalent for 
line bundles). When r = n, each ~i is a line bundle and the theorem reduces to a 
triviality. 
We actually prove a more technical result from which Theorem 1 readily follows. 
Given a vector bundle ( over X, we write 2i~ for the class of its ith exterior power 
in K(X).  This is legitimate abuse of notation, as long as we remember that 21~ 
means the stable class of ~. When dim (= n, we write/zt~ for the polynomial over 
K(X)  given by/.tt~= tn -A l~tn - l+22~t  n-2 . . . .  + ( - l )n2n~.  
Proposition 2. The hypotheses of Theorem 1, without the assumption dim (= 
dim r/, imply that lZt~ divides ltttl in the polynomial ring K(X)[t]. 
Remark. Formally, /at may be extended to a homomorphism from the additive 
group K(X)  to the multiplicative group of power series in t with coefficients in K(X) 
and constant erm a unit. 
In Section 3 we prove Proposition 2 and point out how Theorem 1 and Theorem 
3 below follow from it. 
Theorem 3. The hypotheses o f  Theorem 1, with dim ~=dim r/ replaced by 
dim r/= 1 + dim ~, imply that tl --s (edt7 .  (d()  -l, where d denotes determinant 
bundle. 
To illustrate the claim that Theorem 1 is in a sense universal for such 'rigidity' 
properties of bundles, we deduce two corollaries in Section 3. 
Corollary 4. Suppose that ~ and tl are complex n-plane bundles over X and that r 
is an integer with 0 < r < n. I f  there exists a map g: Gr~ -'~ Grt ? over X satisfying 
g*y(r/) =s Y(~), then ~ --s rl. 
Corollary 5. Let ~l, ~2, " " ,  ~r and r h,//2, " " ,  Fir be complex vector bundles over X 
with dim ~i > 0, dim r/i > 0 for  each i. Write ~, tl fo r  the Whitney sum o f  the ~i, the 
rli respectively, and suppose that dim ~ =dim r/. I f  there exists a map 
g : 1-[x(P~i,P~2, . ' . ,P~r)-* 1-Ix(Prll,Prl2, ...,Ptlr) 
satisfying *(y(rh) ~) y(r/2) @ ..- ~ y(rlr)) =s Y(~l) @ ~(~2) ~ "'" (~) ~(~r), then ~ =s rl. 
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It is clear how to deduce further corollaries, for example concerning fibre pro- 
ducts of Grassmann bundles; the proofs of Corollaries 4 and 5 suffice to illustrate 
the method. 
As we have already indicated, our results are related to earlier ideas of Liulevicius 
and others (see for example [4], [6]). In particular, work of Glover and Mislin in 
[5] suggests a generalization of the above results. We give explicitly the general 
version of Theorem 1. In the statement, ¢/k denotes the Adams operation in com- 
plex K-theory. 
Theorem 6. Let ~1, ~2, "" ) ~r, ~ and rl be as in Theorem 1, with dim ~ = dim r/. Sup- 
pose that there exists a map f :  Hr ~ Grr] over X satisfying f*y(rl) ~s ~r y~ for 
i=l some non-zero integer k. Then rl= ¢/k( in K(X)[I/k]. 
The proof is in Section 4. 
Our proofs are largely algebraic in nature, and there are purely algebraic versions 
of some of our results (see Section 5). 
It is a pleasure to thank Dr. T. Ogoma and Dr. R.Y. Sharpe for the algebraic help 
described in Section 5. 
2. Some algebra 
In this section we treat separately, for convenience, some algebra used at the in- 
ductive step in the proof of Proposition 2. 
Let A and B be commutative rings with 1, and suppose that A is a subring of B. 
Then we have an inclusion of polynomial rings A [t] c B[t]. Suppose given a monic 
polynomial p(t) in A It] of degree d (d > 0). 
The first lemma is an elementary remark. 
Lemma 2.1. Let q(t) be in A[t] and suppose that q(t)=p(t)ql(t ) for some ql(t) in 
B[t]. Then in fact ql (t) is in A [t] and is uniquely determined by p(t) and q(t). 
Proof. Just equate coefficients of the powers of t in the equation q(t)=p(t)ql(t), 
remembering that p(t) is monic. 
We now write C for the quotient of the polynomial ring B[u] by the ideal (p(u)), 
and a for the class of u in C. Since p(u) is monic of degree d, it is easy to see that 
C is a free B-module with basis 1, a, 42.. . ,  ad- 2. In particular, B is a subring of C. 
(We use u instead of t for the indeterminate h re because we shall consider poly- 
nomials in Bit] also as polynomials in C[t].) 
Lemma 2.2. Let A, B, C and p(t) be as above. Suppose that q(t) is in A [t] and that 
m(t) is a monic polynomial in B[t] such that (t-Q)m(t) divides q(t) in C[t]. Then 
q(t) =p(t)q~(t) for  a unique ql(t) in A[t]. Moreover, re(t) divides ql(t) in B[t]. 
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Proof. By assumption q(t)=f(t)(t-El)m(t) for some f(t) in C[t]. Thus q(t)~. 
m(t)g(t) where g(t) = ( t -  El)f(t). Now Lemma 2.1, with A, B,p, ql, replaced by 
B, C, m, g shows that g(t) is in Bit]. From the definition of g(t), g(El) = 0 in C, so g(u) 
is in the ideal (p(u)) in B[u]. Equivalently p(t) divides g(t) in B[t]. Hence certainly 
p(t) divides q(t) in B[t], since q(t)=m(t)g(t). Let us write q(t)=p(t)ql(t), where 
ql(t) is in B[t]. By Lemma 2.1, ql(t) is in A[t] and is uniquely determined by p(t) 
and q(t). 
Finally, from the previous paragraph g(t)=p(t)r(t) for some r(t) in Bit]. So 
m(t)p(t)r(t)=m(t)g(t)=q(t)=p(t)ql(t), and by uniqueness of ql(t) we have 
ql(t) = m(t)r(t) as required. 
3. Proof and consequences of Proposition 2 
We first deal with some preliminaries to the proof of Proposition 2. For any two 
vector bundles a and fl over X, it is easy to see that at(a@fl) =/ut(a)pt(fl). With the 
notation of Proposition 2, then, /zt~ = 1"I~.= l lZt~i. For convenience we now write 
pi(t) for at~i and q(t) for/ztr/. Thus to establish Proposition 2 we need to prove 
that I[~=lpi(t) divides q(t) in K(X)[t]. 
The proof uses a sequence of ring inclusions A =BoCa.B1 C_...C_Br. Here 
A = K(X), while B i is defined inductively as the quotient of Bi_ l[ui] by the ideal 
(Pi(Ui)). Thus Bi_ I is a subring of Bi as in Section 2. As before, we write Eli for the 
class of ui in Bi. 
Next we show that Bi may be identified with K(1-Ii) where 17[ i = I]x(P~l, P(2, .--, 
P(,). By abuse of notation we write ~i for the pull-back of the dual Hopf bundle 
over P~i by the projection of Hi onto P~i for any i (1 <_i<_r). First recall that BI 
may be identified with K(P(I) by an isomorphism in which Ell is identified with the 
class of Yl. (This differs from 2.7.9 of [1] only in using the dual Hopf bundle in- 
stead of the Hopf bundle.) Moreover, the inclusion A c_ B1 corresponds under this 
identification to it*: K(X)-~K(P~I), where rt : P~l ~X is the bundle projection. By 
an obvious induction we may now deduce that for each i (1 <_i<_r): 
(a) Bi may be identified with K(IIi) so that Eli corresponds to the class of yi, 
(b) the inclusion Bi_ l c B i corresponds to rt*: K(Hi_ 1) - '  K( Hi), where 
zt : Hi ~ [Ii- 1 is the bundle projection. 
Notice also that under these identifications we have lZty i = t-Eli, so 
r 
~t(Yi (~) Y2 (~ "" (~ Yr) = I-I (t--Eli)" 
i=1  
We are now ready to prove Proposition 2. Let 7t'Grrl-~X denote the bundle 
projection. After a choice of Riemannian metric for r/, we may write y(tl)@y(rl) x = 
x'r/, where y(r/) ± is the perpendicular complement of ~(r/). By multiplicativity of 
Pt, it follows that pry(r/) divides/ztTt*r/in K(Grrl)[t]. Since it* embeds K(X) as a 
subring of K(Grrl), this says that/zty(r/) divides/air/in K(Grrl)[t]. By hypothesis 
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there is a map f :  I'Ir--*Gre over  X satisfying f*y(e)=s yl ®Y2(~ ) ' ' "  ®Yr- Hence 
/tt(YJ ® Yz ® "'" ® Yr) divides/ate in K(l-Ir)[t]. Equivalently, l'I~= ! (t - tTi) divides q(t) 
in Br[t] • 
Recall that we wish to prove that I-I~-_ l pi(t) divides q(t) in A[t]. We proceed in- 
ductively as follows. 
= [li= ~ (t - t2i). We first apply Lemma 2.2 with A = A, B = B r_ 1 and Write mj(t) r-j 
C=Br: since q(t) is in A[t] and (t-ar)m1(t) divides q(t) in Br[tl, Lemma 2.2 shows 
that q(t)=ql(t)Pr(t) for some ql(t) in A[t], and ml(t) divides q1(t) in Br-i It]. 
Next apply Lemma 2.2 with A=A,  B=Br-2 and C=Br_x: as before we get 
ql(t)=q2(t)Pr_l(t) for some qz(t) in Air], and m2(t) divides q2(t) in Br-2[t]. Con- 
tinuing in this way, we get eventually 
r 
q(t)=ql(t)Pr(t)=q2(t)Pr-l(t)Pr(t)='"=qr(t) II Pi(l) 
i=1 
for some qr(t) in A[t]. This proves Proposition 2. 
Proof of Theorem 1. By Proposition 2, flte =lzt~r(t) for some r(t) in K(X)[t]. But 
/1:1 and lzt~ are monic of the same degree n, so ate =lzt(. Equating coefficients of 
tn- l we get 211/= 21 ~, or equivalently ( =s e. 
Proof of Theorem 3. Again Iztrl =tzt~,r(t) for some r(t) in K(X)[t]. Since flte and/zt~ 
are monic of degrees, say, n, n -  1 respectively, r(t) must be of the form t -a  for 
some a in K(X). Equating constant erms in the equation lztrl=IZt~r(t) we get 
Arl=aA~. Equating coefficients of t n- 1 now gives the theorem. 
Proof of Corollary 4. By the splitting principle (see for example p. 110 of [1]) there 
exists a finite connected CW-complex F and a map n :F~X such that n*(  is a sum 
of line bundles and n* :K (X)~K(F)  is injective. It is easy to see that we may lift 
everything to F. Therefore we may as well assume that ~ is already a sum of line 
bundles, in which case we may certainly split ( as a sum ~l ®~a®""  @(r with 
dim ¢ i>0 (note that 1 <_i<n for non-triviality in Corollary 4). We now apply 
Theorem 1 to the composition 
f g 
IIx (P~l, P~2, ... , P~r) - *  Gr~ ~ Gre,  
where f is the projective splitting map referred to just before the statement of 
Theorem 1, and g is given in the hypotheses of Corollary 4. Then 
(gf)*v(e) -=-s f*y(O--- y( l) ® y( 2) ®"" ® Y(¢r), 
and ~ ~s r/by Theorem 1. 
Proof of Corollary 5. We compose g with the projective splitting map 
f :  I I x (Pe l ,Pe2 ,  ..., Per)'-* Gre and again apply Theorem 1. 
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4. Proof of Theorem 6 
In this section we prove Theorem 6 for r= 1 and explain how to proceed for 
general r. First we introduce some notation. Let ~ be an n-plane bundle over X and 
write p(t) for the polynomial/zt~ of Section 1. Let tukp be the polynomial over 
K(X) defined by 
v/~p(t)=tn--~,k(AlOtn-I + ... + (-- 1)nq/k(An~). 
(Since ~k2i~= 2iqtk~, we have also pep(t)=ttt~k~, where/zt is defined on K(X) as 
in the remark after the statement of Proposition 2.) 
Throughout his section, let k be a non-zero integer. 
Lemma 4.1. The function t~t  k induces a K(X)[1/k]-algebra ('Frobenius') iso- 
morphism: 
F :  K(X)[ 1/k][t]/(q/kp(t)) ~ K(X)[ 1/k] [t]/(p(t)). 
Before proving this lemma, we observe that it allows us to establish Theorem 6 
when r - 1. For suppose that r/is also an n-plane bundle over X and that f :  P(-~ Pr/ 
is a map over X satisfying f*H~--H~*. We write q(t) for/air/. By Lemma 4.1 we 
may identify K(P~)[1/R] and K(X)[l/k][u]/(~kp(u)), with H~ k corresponding to 
a. So f induces a K(X)[1/k]-algebra homomorphism f*:K(X)[1/k][t]/(q(t))-~ 
with f * ( t )= a. Hence v/kp(t) divides q(t) in K(X)[1/k][t], 
and just as in the proof of Theorem 1 it follows that ~,k~=q in K(X)[1/k]. 
The proof for general r is entirely similar. One uses the analogue of Lemma 4.1 
for a sequence of ring inclusions A = Bo c_ B1 c_... c Br defined as in Section 3 but 
with A =K(X)[1/k]. The details are left to the reader. 
Proof of Lemma 4.1. To see that F is well-defined we need to check that p(t) divides 
~kp(tk) in K(X)[1/k][t]. By Lemma 2.1 and the splitting principle it is enough to 
check this when ~ is a sum of line bundles. Since/~t is multiplicative, it is enough 
to check it for a single line bundle a. But then p(t)= t -a  while u/kp(t k) = t k -  a k, 
and the required result is obvious. 
It is clear that F is a K(X)[1/k]-algebra homomorphism. To see that F is an 
isomorphism, recall that ~k :K(X)[1/k] ~K(X)[1/k] is an isomorphism (of rings 
with 1). This follows by 'topologists' induction', since ~,k is an isomorphism on the 
coefficient groups K*(point)[1/k]. Hence ~,k induces an isomorphism 
G : K(X)[ 1/k][t]/(p(t))~ K(X)[1/k][t]/(~,kp(t)) 
taking ~ ai ti to ~ ~'kaiti. But (again by the topologists' induction result) 
~:K(PO[1/k]-*K(PO[1/k] is also an isomorphism, and it is easy to check that 
it may be identified with F o G. Hence F too is an isomorphism. 
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5. More algebra 
We conclude by giving purely algebraic versions of some results in Sections 3 and 
4, without proofs. Throughout his section let A be an arbitrary commutative ring 
with 1; otherwise we use notation as before. Here is an algebraic version of Proposi- 
tion 2. 
Theorem 5.1. Let Pl (t),P2(t),... ,Pr(t), q(t) be in A[t] and for  each i suppose that 
pi(t) has strictly positive degree and leading coefficient a unit o f  A. Let 
B = A [ul, u2,..., Ur]/(Pl (Ul), P2(U2), ..., Pr(Ur)). I f  ]-[r= 1( t _ Ui) divides q(t) in B[t], 
then ]-[r= 1 Pi(t) divides q(t) in A [t]. 
Our first version of this theorem assumed also that the constant erm of each 
pi(t) is a unit. Dr. T. Ogoma and Dr. R.Y. Sharpe kindly supplied a proof of this 
stronger version (private communication). 
To get an algebraic version of Lemma 4.1, we wish to define q/kp(t) for monic 
p(t) in A [t] of degree n (n > 0). First assume that p(t) is a product of linear factors, 
say p(t) = Hin= 1 (t - ai), and define q/kp(t) = ]-[in= 1 ( t -  a~i ). The coefficients of ~kp(t) 
in this case are universal polynomials in the coefficients of p(t), and we use 
these polynomials to define ~ukp(t) in general. To show that p(t) divides ~,kp(tk), 
it is again enough to prove this when P(t)-l- I /= (t~-ai). But then ~kp(t~)= 
p(t) 1]~'= 1 ~o(t, ai), where ~o(t, u) = t k- 1 + t k- 2 u + ~. ~- u]~ _ Hence as in Lemma 4.1, 
t,-. t k induces an A-algebra homomorphism F: A [tl/(~kp(t)) ~A [t]/(p(t)). The 
algebraic ounterpart of Lemma 4.1 is an analysis of when F is an isomorphism. 
Since p(t), and hence also ~*p(t), is monic of degree n, the domain and codomain 
of F are both free A-modules with basis 1, t, 7 2, ..., 7"-l Hence the determinant 
det F is defined, and F is an isomorphism if and only if det F is a unit of A. 
Now it is clear that det F is a universal polynomial, say A, in the coefficients of p. 
Lemma 5.2. With the above notation, d is the polynomial which expresses the sym- 
metric function nl<_i<j<_n~(Oti,~j) as a polynomial in the coefficients o f  
~= 1 ( t -  ai). 
This follows as before by considering the special case when p is a product of linear 
factors. 
To illustrate this, note that in the context of Lemma 4.1, we have ~ = n + (where 
is in K(X). Since X is a finite complex, K(X)  is nilpotent. Hence p(t)= ( t -  1)" 
modulo N[t], where N is the nilradical of A. By passing to A/N everywhere and 
using Lemma 5.2 we see that det F= k n(n- l)/2mod N, and det F is a unit of A in 
this case. 
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